myWCC LIST OF FEATURES
www.wentzvillecc.org/myWCC
UNIVERSAL ACCESS:
You can access myWCC from any web browser that is connected to the internet, including
mobile devices. You can login directly from the church homepage at www.wentzvillecc.org.
SECURE DATA:
If you have given WCC your personal information, it is already securely stored in myWCC and
only accessible by our leaders. Once you log in to myWCC, you can set your own preferences for
who can view your personal information. By default, only leaders and members of groups you
are in can see your information [like a Life Group]. This database is only accessible by those who
attend WCC, and our system administrator must review and accept new profile requests. If you
have children, please be sure to enter in his/her birthday so that the system knows his/her age.
For security reasons, any child under 18 is automatically ‘hidden’ in the system and only visible
to family members and WCC leadership.
COMMUNICATION
All of the communication from WCC will be routed through myWCC. We will occasionally send
church-wide emails, announcements and newsletters to everyone in the system. You can
subscribe or unsubscribe from the all-church mailings [not recommended] as well as specific
mailings from individual groups or ministries you are a part of.
INTERACTION:
You will also be able to communicate with other church members via email and groups. For
example, if you are in a Life Group you can easily see everyone in your group and contact them
directly. NOTE: myWCC communication is for personal and ministry use only as it relates to
WCC engagement. It is not to be used for soliciting, advertising, or for forwarding chain
mails/jokes/petitions/etc. All interaction will be personal, positive and productive or a user will
be banned.
ENGAGEMENT:
myWCC will be the single place you can go to see what events happening at WCC, what groups
you are a part of, and even when and where you are scheduled to serve. These features will
become available as our implementation team rolls them out in the near future.
ONLINE GIVING
This is one of the best features of myWCC, because you can set a recurring gift for consistent
and hassle free gifts to the ministry of WCC. Gifts can be set up as one time or repeating, and
can be deducted directly from a checking account or through a debit/credit card. Payments for
special events can also be given through myWCC.
Whether you give online or place a check in the offering baskets on Sundays, your individual
giving history is recorded through myWCC. You can easily access your year to date giving and
see your weekly history. End of the year tax statements are also easily accessible.
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